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The catalogue describes the way of use and it is not liable for the instrument operation

HB 237.04
ON / OFF POSITIONER WITH 15 STORABLE NUMBERS,
PRESET RESEARCH, HOME RETURN WITH
AUTOMATIC RECALCULATION OF INERTIA.

OPERATION DESCRIPTION

The instrument HB 237.04 is an ON/OFF positioner with
controls from keyboard or from inputs. In the basic
version are managed only the forward/backward outputs,
while in the expanded version there is the speed
reduction output, the jolly outputs and the output U5
(programmable). The operation  of input I4 can be pro-
grammed to perform different applications according to
the Customer's needs. It is possible to store up to 15
selectable levels from keyboard or from input and to
program 8 bands of inertia with an automatic

recalculation of the same. A serial port (option) allows to
manage the controls and the transmission of the levels,
from PC or from a HB 237.04 set as a master, to another
HB 237.04 set as a slave. The keyboard, in antiscratch
poliycarbonate, is performed with mechanical actuators
which give to the operator the tactile sense if the key is
stroken. The calculation, pre-selections and operating
parameters are stored in non volatile memory to
guarantee maximum reliability and operating safety also
in threshold conditions..

Size DIN 48 x 96.

6 digits display.

Non volatile memory.

Keyboard with anti-scratch membrane.
.Polarized extractable terminal boards.

Inputs/outputs expansion.

Encoder resolution multiplier.

Software customizations.

Serial transmission (option).
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KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION

If enabled, it provides the start to the level in execution.
Under data entering, it confirms the displayed data.
When pressed with the key (-) + PASSWORD it  is possible to access to the SET-UP and
inertia parameters.
When pressed, it is possible to access to the introduction of the immediate level.
When pressed for the time set in the set-up parameter "tC" with the key CLEAR, it is
possible to acces to the introduction of a value on the calculation.

Green

Under data introduction it puts at zero the displayed data.
If enabled, it aborts the preset research or interrupts the positioning.
If pressed for the time being set in the set-up parameter "tC" with the key ENTER it
provides access to the introduction of a value on the calculation.

Red

Led prg It is lit during the programming of SET-UP parameters.

Under data introduction it impulsively or continuously increases the selected number on
the display (the one which blinks).
When pressed for 1 second, it provides access to the level selection.
When pressed with the key (-) it provides access to the levels programming.
When pressed impulsively during normal operation, it shows the following displays.

Black

Black
Under data entering, it shifts to the right the digit selection on the display.
When pressed with the key ENTER + PASSWORD it provides access to the SET-UP and
inertia parameters.
When pressed for 2 seconds it provides access to the control choice of the home level
or to the preset research.
When pressed with the key (+) it provides access to the levels' programming.

Led set It is lit during the levels' programming.

Led It is lit during the selection of preset research or of the home level.

Led It is lit if the calculation is inside the tolerance band.

Led lcf It is lit during the level selection.
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FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF THE INSTRUMENT
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS

Name
Activat.

input
Number
of t. brd. Signal Description

4 I1 I ON IMPULSE OF ZERO.

5 I2 I / C ON ENABLING IMPULSE OF ZERO. Upon its activation it enables the loading of the
preset level on the calculation. During the level research the software limit switches
of max. and min. level are unimportant and its operation depends upon the type of
preset research programmed in the SET-UP.

I= Impulsive input C=Continuous input
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUTS USED WITH THE EXPANSION (ORDERING CODE "E")

Name
Activat.

input
Number
t.brds. Signal Description

15 I3 I / C ON START. If in set-up the I3 parameter is set to 0, the positioning at the selected level
is controlled. If the positioning is interrupted with a  stop (input I4 with expansion or
I3 with S13=1 (SET-UP)) or with the instrument's switching off, the activation of input
I3 restarts the positioning from the point in which it was interrupted. If it is programmed
S13=2 its activation performs a positioning start and a level increase. If  it is
programmed S13=3 it's activation performs a level increase and a positioning start.
If in set-up the I3 parameter is set to 1, at it's activation the axe is positioned at the delta
level (set-up defined).

16 I4 I ON PROGRAMMABLE INPUT. It can be used as a positioning stop, control at the home
level, control of preset research, level increase, suitably programming the parameter
sI4 (0÷3).

Input used as a stop. If you are performing a positioning and the stop (impulsive)
is activated, the movement outputs are disactivated. to achieve the interrupted
positioning it is necessary to provide again a start (input I3 or key ENTER in selection
of level).

Input used as a home. When activated impulsively it controls the positioning at the
level of home interrupting any procedure in progress.

Input used as a preset research. When impulsively activated it controls the proce-
dure of preset research interrupting any procedure in progress.

Input used as a level increase. When impulsively activated it selects a new level
to be placed in execution with the start. It is possible to activate at the same time the
inputs I3 and I4 to control the positioning at the new level. At each activation it displays
the step in use for a second.

Input used as a level increase and restart. If it is activated for a time being greater
than the one which was set in the parameter "Restart time" the instrument performs
the restart putting again in use the first level of programme. If activated for a  time lower
than the one set in the parameter "Restart time", the instrument selects the following
level of program to be placed in execution with the start.

Input used as a positioning ENABLING. Upon its desactivation it interrupts an
eventual positioning in progress. Until the input remains desactivated, no type of
positioning is enabled to start.

I=Impulsive input= C = Continuous input

DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUTS

Name Duration
Number
tr.brds. Signal Description

9 U1 C / FORWARD. It controls the forward movement of the axis.

10 U2 C / BACKWARDS. It controls backwards movement of the axis.

I=Impulsive output C=Continuous output
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DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTPUTS USED WITH THE EXPANSION (ORDERING CODE"E")

Name Duration
Number
tr.brds. Signal Description

18 U3 C / SPEED REDUCTION. Disactivated when the calculation is not included between
(level-speed reduction-inertia) and (level+speed reduction+inertia).

19 U4 C / JOLLY. If configurated in SET-UP as tolerance (J=0) it is activated inside the
tolerance band. If configurated in SET-UP as a brake enabling (J=1), it is activated
when the calculation reaches the inertia band. It is disactivated with the control of a
new positioning and then, after the time tA programmed in  SET-UP, the movement
outputs (U1 and U2) are activated. If configurated in SET-UP as brake unlock (J=2),
it is disactivated when the calculation reaches the inertia band. It is activated with the
control of a new positioning  and then, after the time tA programmed in SET-UP, the
outputs of movement (U1 and U2) are activated. When configurated in set-up as "En-
coder error" (J = 3), it is disactivated if during a positioning, in the programmed sample
time (Dt), the encoder count change is lower than the set-up parameter "dS" value.

20 U5 C / PRESET RESEARCH OK / TOLERANCE. It can be configurated in SET-UP as a
preset research OK (U5=0) or as a tolerance (U5=1). When it is configurated as a
preset research, it is activated upon conclusion of a preset research or upon
introduction of a value on the calculation and it is disactivated at each restart of the
instrument. When it is configurated as a tolerance, it is activated when the calculation
of the axis is within the limits of programmed tolerance. It's activation can be delayed
by parameter tA in the paragraph "Execution of calibration phases with positioning
ON / OFF".

I=impulsive output C= Continuous output
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To access to the programming of the following parameters it is forecast the introduction of a 3 digits code as follows:

ENTERING THE SET-UP PARAMETERS

On the display appears which is the request for the access code.

(At the end of the entering of each function, press ENTER to confirm and switch to the following function).

for apx. 1 second.Press at the same time the keys

Enter with the keys (+) and (-) the value 237 and confirm with ;the led goes on

FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Expansion
Enabling

0=The expansion inputs / outputs is not installed on the
instrument.

1=The expansion inputs / outputs is installed on the instrument.

+

0=Maximum display 99999

1=Maximum display 9999,9

2=Maximum display 999,99

3=Maximum display 99,999

Decimal numbers

0=Normal display.

1=Display with HDR system (High definition reading). See
dedicated paragraph.

Display Mode

Encoder resolution

This parameter indicates by how much the revolution impulses of
the encoder must be multiplied to perform the display of the lengths
in the desired measuring size. It is possible to introduce values
from 0.00001 to 4.00000 bearing in mind that the frequency of the
PH phases must not exceed 20 Khz.

The formula to calculate the resolution is the following:

Shifting obtained  with the rotation of an encoder revolution (whole
Nº)

Nº of impulses in encoder revolution
R=

If for example we have a shifting by 123.4 mm. and an encoder of
500 imp. / revolution:

500
R= = 2,468

1234

Speed reduction
It is the distance from the arrival level upon which is activated the
output for axis speed reduction (max. 9999).

This display appears if the parameter "Expansion enabling"=1

Negative tolerance

Negative limit of tolerance allowed at the axis positioning (max.
999.9). This parameters has always a decimal number more than
the one programmed in the parameters "Position of decimal point"
to allow the operation of QPS (QEM POSITIONING SYSTEM).
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Positive tolerance

Positive limit of tolerance allowed at the axis positioning  (max.
999.9). This parameters has always a decimal  number more than
the one programmed in the parameters "Position of decimal point"
to allow the operation of QPS (QEM POSITIONING SYSTEM).

This display  appears if the parameter "Expansion enabling"=1

Speed reduction
time

Delay time (in seconds) of activation of motor output forward /
backward when the positioning enters into speed reduction.
During this time the axis by inertia must not enter into the tolerance
band.

It is the time expressed in seconds of delayed activation of the start
(I3) of the positioning or of the key ENTER (if enabled). This time
expired, the comparisons for the movement outputs are enabled.

Time of delay in
start activation

0=The key ENTER is not enabled at the start of the level in
execution.

1=The key ENTER is enabled at the start of the level in execution.

Verification time
ENTER key

Operation of
CLEAR key

0=It is not enabled to interrupt the positioning.

1=It is enabled to interrupt the positioning and to abort the preset
research.

This display  appears if the parameter "Operation of key ENTER"=1

Operation of
ENTER key

It is the time expressed in seconds of activation of the key ENTER,
to place in execution the selected level.

It is the maximum level which can reach the axis
(-99999÷999999).

Minimum level It is the minimum level that the axis can reach (-99999÷999999).

Maximum level

These display  appears if the parameter "Expansion enabling"=1

I3 input
management

0=Input I3 is managed as axe start positioning.

1=Input I3 is managed as axe start positioning at delta level.

These display  appears  if  the parameter  "I3  input management"=1

I 3 0

Delta level
It's the delta level value that is put into execution at input I3
activation.d E 1 2 3 4 5
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Choice of input
operation I3

0=The positioning start is of an impulsive type.

1=The positioning start is made with the input I3=ON. With the
input I3=OFF the comparisons for the positionings at the levels
are not enabled.

2=The impulsive activation of the input performs a positioning start
and then a level increase..

3=The impulsive activation of the input performs a level increase
and then a positioning start.

0=The input I4 is used as a positioning stop.

1=The input I4 is used as a control at the home level.

2=The input I4 is used as a control of preset research.

3=The input I4 is used as a level increase.

4=The input I4 is used as a level increase and as a  restart.

5=The input I4 is used as a positioning enabling.

Choice
of input I4
operation

This display appears if the parameter "Choice of input operation I4"=4

Choice of jolly
output

0=The output U4 operates as output of tolerance.

1=The output U4 operates as brake enabling.

2=The output U4 operates as brake unlock.

3=The output U4 operates as "Encoder error".

 Restart time
t r 9 9 9 9

It is the necessary time (min. 50 milliseconds - max. 9,999 secon-
ds) for  the input I4 to remain activated to perform the restart, re-
operating the first level of program.

This display appears if the parameters "Expansion enabling"=1 and "Choice of jolly output"=1or2

Advance time  of
brake's lock/unlock

It is the time expressed in seconds of advance for the enabling of
brake's lock/unlock, compared to the activation of the movement
outputs.

These display  appears  if  the parameter  "I3  input management"=0

 This display appears if the parameters "Choice of jolly output" = 3

d t 5 0 0 0Dt It is the sampling time to calculate an encoder error.

d S 9 9 9 9DS It is the minimum D of lenght between 2 samples (dt). If the lenght
is lower than (dS) output U4 will be activated.
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

Choice of
output U5
operation

0=The output U5 is used as a preset research OK.

1=The output U5 is used as a tolerance.

0=Positioning without recovery of slacks.

1=Positioning with recovery of slacks forward.

2=Positioning with recovery of slacks backwards.

3=Positioning with recovery of slacks forward without speed
reduction.

4=Positioning with recovery of slacks backwards without speed
reduction.

Choice of slacks
recovery

During the recovery of slacks forward, the axis is placed at: (set
level-ultra-level-inertia) and, after the reverse time, it is placed at
the set level. During the recovery of slacks backwards, the axis
is first placed at: (set level+ultra-level+inertia) and, after the
reverse time, it is placed at the set level. If no slacks recovery is
made, or the positioning does not need a slacks recovery, and the
space to be run is lower than the ultra-level, the instrument
performs the positioning with the slacks recovery.
Remark. The real  level of slacks recovery, is calculated by

adding the ultra-level oA to the inertia.
If value 0 is entered, if the instrument is in  inertia, it does
not perform the minimum D positioning.

Ultra-level for
slacks' recovery,
minimum delta of

positioning
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DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONFUNCTION

Reverse time

To avoid possible mechanical stress, due to too quick inversions
on the movement direction of the axis, it is possible to enter a delay
time for reverse, expressed in seconds (min. 0,00 max. 9,99 sec.).

0=The loading of the level of preset is performed upon the
desactivation of the input I2.

1=The loading of the level of preset is performed upon the
activation of the input I1 after that the axis has inverted its
direction and the input I2 has been desactivated (sensitive to
the descent front).

2=The loading of the level of preset is performed upon the
activation of the input I1 after that the input I2=ON (impulsive).
See dedicated paragraph.

3=The preset research is not ordered, but at the activation of input
I1(min. 50 milliseconds) the level of preset is loaded on the
calculation.

4=The preset research is not ordered, but at the activation of the
input I1 (also for a time being lower than 1 millisecond) with the
input I2 activated, the level of preset is loaded on the
calculation.

Preset
loading

Level of preset

It is the level which is loaded on the calculation with the impulse
of zero of the encoder if the input I1 is activated. It is possible to
introduce a level of preset included between the maximum and
minimum level.

Level of home

It is the level to which the axis is taken when it is ordered a proce-
dure of home return from input or from keyboard. It is possible to
enter a level of home included between the maximum and the
minimum level .

The adjusted number of levels is enabled to the programming.

N.B. During the programming of the positioning levels, the small
display shows the number of the level.
If "nP"=99 the levels are disabled, except for the immediate
level.
By setting the zero value, the number of levels enabled for
programming is programmed in levels' introduction.

Number of
programmable

levels

0=Upon confirmation with ENTER of the level to be placed in
execution, the display remains inside the levels' selection.

1=Upon confirmation with ENTER of the level to be placed in
execution, we automatically exit the level's selection and the
calculation is displayed.

Type of output
from levels'
selection

0=The introduction of a value on the calculation can be performed
only once (U5=OFF).

1=The introduction of a value on the calculation can always be
performed.

Choice of
introduction of
a value on the

calculation
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DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONFUNCTION

Time of check of
introduction of a

value on the
calculation

It is the time expressed in seconds, during which  the keys ENTER
and CLEAR must be pressed to have access to the function which
allows to enter a value on the calculation. If value "0,0" is entered,
by default it takes 2 seconds.

t C 9 9

0=Transmission RS-232C disabled. The option for the
transmission RS 232C (ordering code RS) is not used.

1=Transmission RS-232C enabled.

Enabling
RS 232C

If the parameters "Enabling RS-232C"=1 also these displays are present

0=The instrument operates as a master and transmits the serial
code to the slave instruments.

1=The instrument operates as a master copy device and transmits
the serial code to the slave instruments.

2=The instrument operates as a slave and receives the serial code
from a master instrument or from a PC.

Instrument
master / slave

If the parameter"Master/slave instrument"=1 also this display is present

Codes of control

If the parameter "Master / slave instrument"=0 or 1, also this display is present

It enables the slave instrument to the reading of control codes
(start, stop, home, preset research, immediate level). the first
number on the left identifies the start, than the stop, home and the
preset research, and the immediate level. The value 1, enables
the control while value 0 inhibits it.

0=The string is sent at each start and at each positioning stop,
preset research, home and immediate level.

1=The string is sent from keyboard.

Start
of  serial string

110 baud
150 baud
300 baud
600 baud

1200 baud
2400 baud
4800 baud

Speed of
transmission

RS 232C

Available transmission speeds; if the speed is
wrong, the default takes value 4800.

7 bits
8 bits

Number of
 data bits

Number of available data bits; if the number of bits is
wrong, the default takes value 8.

Number of
stop bits

1 stop bit
2 stop bit

Number of available stop bits; if the number of bits
is wrong, the default takes value 2.

0=No parity.

1=Odd parity.

2=Pairs parity.

Value of default 0.

Parity bit
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DISPLAY DESCRIZIONEFUNCTION

It is the code which it is necessary to assign to the unit if you want
to connect the instrument to others under DAISY-CHAIN
configuration.If it is placed at zero, each  control shall be
considered.

Once the programming of the last function is achieved, the display in use before the SET-UP returns and  the  led prg goes OFF.

Code of address
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LEVELS INTRODUCTION

To introduce the levels, operate as follows:

Press at the same time the keys for 1 second; if in SET-UP, the parameter "Number of

programmable levels"=0; the led goes on and on the display appears:

+

The operator can introduce via the keys (+) and (-) the number of available levels for the
programming and confirm with ENTER. Upon confirmation with ENTER on the display appears:

The operator can introduce the first level through the keys (+) and (-) and confirm with ENTER.
Upon confirmation with ENTER on the display appears:

The operator can introduce the  second level through the keys (+) and (-) and to confirm with
ENTER. Upon confirmation with ENTER on the display appears the third level and so on up
to the last level adjusted in SET-UP (max. 15).

N.B. The levels from 10 and further are indicated with some letters: nº 10=A, 11=b, 12=C, 13=d, 14=E, 15=F.
With the parameter "Number of programmable levels"¹0 the display "nq" is not enabled.
With the parameter "Number of programmable levels"=99 the introduction of levels is disabled.

Upon confirmation with of the last level, the led goes off and the shows again the displays in use.

SELECTION OF LEVEL TO BE PERFORMED

To select the level to perform, operate as follows:

Press the key for 1 second: the led lcf goes on.

The operator confirming with ENTER, if in SET-UP the parameter "Operation of key ENTER"=0
places the level in awaiting  execution (start awaiting).

With the parameter "Operation key ENTER"=1 the key ENTER places in execution the selected level.

With the parameter "Type of output of levels' selection"=1 we exit the level's selection.

With the parameter "Type of output for levels' selection"=0 the display remains in display of the level.

If the operator does not confirm with  the following levels are displayed (those

enabled with the parameter "Number of programmable levels).

By pressing the key we come out from the selection of the level to be performed and the led lcf goes off.

INTRODUCTION OF THE IMMEDIATE LEVEL

Press the key ; on the display appears:

To introduce and place in execution the immediate level, operate as follows:

The operator can introduce the level through the keys (+) and (-) and confirm with ENTER. upon
confirmation with ENTER if the SET-UP parameter "Operation of key ENTER"=1, the imme-
diate level is placed in execution and the display shows again the displays in use. If the SET-
UP parameter "Operation of key ENTER"=0 the display shows again the  displays in use and
the immediate level is placed in execution at a start.

and presses the key
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DELTA LEVEL PROGRAMMING

d E 1 2 3 4 5

If during set-up the I3 parameter is set to 1, it's possible to set the delta level value.

Pressing the keys  + , the display shows:

Access to the delta level value programming.

The operator can set the desired delta level value with the keys ,  and .

Pressing    confirms the current value and the display shows again the last visualization shown before the delta

level programming.

CHOICE OF HOME LEVEL CONTROL OR PRESET RESEARCH

To choose the control to access to home level or to the preset research, operate as follows:

Press the key and on the display appears:for 2 seconds; the led goes on

The operator by pressing the key ENTER places in execution home level and  exits.

Pressing the  key the display shows:

The operator pressing the key ENTER loads the value of the preset level on the calculation
if in SET-UP the parameter "Preset loading"=3 o 4, otherwise it places in execution the preset
research and exits.

Pressing again the key the display shows again:

To exit the home level choice or preset research choice press the key

display shows again the displays in use.

; the led goes off and the

INTRODUCTION OF A VALUE ON THE CALCULATION

The introduction, with "Choice of introduction of a value on the calculation"=0 in SET-UP, is enabled if the output
U5 is used as "Preset research OK"=OFF. If it is performed an operation of introduction of a value on the calculation,
it is possible to perform another one only by switching off and on again the instrument.

To introduce a value on the calculation, operate as follows:

Press at the same time the keys for the time adjusted in set-up in the parameter "tC"; on the display

appears:

The display shows the current calculation. The operator can introduce its value through the
keys (+) and (-). Upon confirmation with ENTER the calculation shall be updated with the new
value and the display shall show again the displays in use.

N.B. I tis possible to enter a calculation included between minimum and maximum level.

+
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DISPLAYS

During normal operation the display shows:

Calculation (if negative,  the sign minus appears and  if it exceeds the displaying limits it blinks).

Pressing the key ,the display shows:

Level in use.

If you are  performing a preset research instead of preselection, the display shows:

Pressing thekey , the display shows:

I1 I2 I3 I4

U1 U2

The display shows the state of the inputs and outputs. The led _ on, indicates the activation
of input or output.

U3 U4 U5

With the input I4 used as a level increase, upon its activation the display shows for 1 second:

Number of level in use.

the display shows again the calculation.Pressing the key
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DIAGRAM OF FORWARD POSITIONING WITHOUT SLACKS' RECOVERY

U1 Forward

U3 Forward speed reduction

U4 Jolly with output choice=0

U4 Jolly with output choice=1

Toll. - Toll. +

Pre-selected Level

InertiaInertia

N.B. The activation of output U4 or U5, used as a tolerance, is enabled after the awaiting time for tolerance activation,
which is activated upon desactivation of the speed reduction output. It is adjusted a TL¹0.

TL

TL / 2

DIAGRAM OF BACWARDS POSITIONING WITHTOUT SLACKS' RECOVERY

U2Backwards

U3 Backwards speed
reduction

U4 Jolly with output choice=0

U4 Jolly with output choice=2

Toll. - Toll. +

Preselected level

InertiaInertia

N.B. The activation of output U4 or U5, used as a tolerance, is enabled after the awaiting time of tolerance activation,
which is activated upon desactivation of the speed reduction output. It is adjusted a TL=0.

DESCRIPTION OF ON / OFF  POSITIONING

The ON / OFF posititoning has been designed for those systems using asynchronous motors with two speeds to
be located at the programmed level. The ON / OFF unit foresees a forward output which controls the forward shifting
(calculation which is increased), a backwards output which controls the backwards shifting which controls the
backwards shifting (calculation which is decreased), a speed reduction output which controls the slow shifting
(second speed), and a tolerance output, which signals that the positioning was made. To make repetitive the
positioning, we use the slow speed of the motor, which is activated when the calculation enters the speed reduction
area. If the movement is interrupted in the speed reduction phase, the axis is stopped by inertia. The space which
has been run after the desactivation of the movement, is the value of inertia which is used to advance the stop, so
that the axis enters into the tolerance area. In those systems of positioning where frictions are unconstant, it is
possible to divide the stroke of the axis into 8 areas and assign to each of them an own inertia. Furthermore, to make
repetitive the positioning, it is necessary that the system, when the speed reduction is activated, keeps a constant
speed, then if the shifting to be performed is smaller than a  D  minimum, the axis goes far from the arrival level, up
to a distance which allows the management of the soeed reduction. It is also possible to activate an automatic
procedure of inertia calculation, which is performed at each positioning. Upon the arrival of the calculation into the
speed reduction area, it is possible to program the desactivation of the direction output (forward or backward), to
activate the speed reduction and then to re-activate the forward or backward movement, programming the speed
reduction time.
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DIAGRAM OF POSITIONING WITH STACKS' RECOVERY

Preselected level

Speed reduction

Recovery of forward
stacks

Sp. red. Inertia Speed reduction

Inertia Sp. red.

Recovery of bcwrds
stacks

Ultralevel + inertiaUltralevel + inertia

With rG=1

With rG=2

N.B. With the parameter rG=3 o 4, the arrival in ultralevel is performed without the speed reduction phase.
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PROCEDURE FOR CALIBRATION OF  ON / OFF POSITIONING

1 Access to the SET-UP parameters with the introduction of the password, and program the various functions,
paying special attention to the speed reduction level, to the tolerance level, to the tolerance time and to the
ultralevel for the recovery of stack of D minimum of positioning.

2 Access to the execution of the calibration, with the introduction of the password. It is possible in this section, to
choose to divide the axis in eight areas of inertia, to calculate inertiasm to enable the calculation of inertia at each
positioning and to determine the awaiting time for the tolerance activation.

3 Verify the positionings by using, if enabled, the manual procedure.

4 If the test of positioning has been positive, proceed with the general test of the instrument.

DIAGRAM OF POSIT. WITHOUT REC. OF STACKS WITH A SHIFTING <OF D MINIMUM OF POSIT.

Preselected Level

Inertia

Inertia

Recovery backward
slacks

D minimumD minimum
Sp. red. Sp.red.

Calculation

Calculation
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RESEARCH OF PRESET LEVEL WITH  ON / OFF POSITIONING

FUNCTION: The instrument is equipped with non vola-
tile memory of the position reached by the calculation;
but it may occur that the axis is shifted with the
instrument not power supplied so it is necessary to
recover the exact position compared to a known point.
To obtain maximum precision of this reference point,
normaly we use the zero impulse of the enabled
increasing encoder, from a mechanical contact or from
a proximity sensor, only in a determinated point of the
axis.
With preset loading=2. The enabling contact is impul-
sive and, after its activation, it is read the first zero
impulse. To perform the research of the preset level, it
is necessary to activate its procedure. The axis shall
move, quickly, to the limit level, which is the nearest to
the preset level. Until it is not activated the limit switch
for the enabling of the zero impulse of the encoder, the
axis continues its movement. Upon the activation of the
input the axis goes into a slow speed. Upon the
activation of the zero impulse the axis load the level of
preset on the calculation and achieves the movement.
With preset loading=1. The axis shall move quickly to

the limit level which is nearest to the preset level. Until
it is not activated the limit switch for the enabling of the
zero impulse of the encoder, the axis continues its
movement. Upon the activation of the enabling input, the
axis is stopped and it inverts the direction of rotation,
goingo into slow speed, it wait to come out from the
enabling limit switch (descent front) and then it enables
the  reading of the zero impulse.. Upon activation of the
zero impulse it is loaded the level of preset on the
calculation and the movement is achieved.
With preset loading=0. The zero impulse of the enco-
der is not used. The axis shall move quickly to the
nearest limit level to the preset level. Until it is not
activated the limit switch for the enabling of the zero
impulse of the encoder, the axis continues it's
movement. Upon the activation of the enabling input, the
axis is stopped and it inverts the rotation's direction,
going to the slow speed and it awaits to come out from
the limit enabling switch. The preset level shall be loaded
on the calculation when the enabling input shall toggle
from ON to OFF (descent front) and the movement shall
be achieved.

It may occur that the axis, instead of going to the enabling limit switch of the zero impulse, goes in the opposite
direction, skipping the activation of the research limit switch  and activating a limit switch of the machine, which
provokes the lockup of the same. To avoid this problem you only need that the limit switch, to which the axis is
going during the preset research, remains activated until the minimum or maximum level is reached.

IMPORTANT: During the research the limit switches of the software (maximum and minimum level of
the axis) are not activated.

N.B. To control the preset research  it is necessary to activate the inputs of control and enabling (manual,
emergency, drive enabling, preset research...).
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CONTROLS IN RS 232C

If it is present on the instrument the option RS 232C and in SET-UP is enabled the serial transmission, it is possible
to transmit from a HB 237.04 master the control for the level writing, the control for execution, the controls of preset
research, return home, and immediate level to a HB 237.04 slave. It is furthermore possible to send with a PC,
controls of writing and reading of data to the instruments HB 237.04 slave connected in daisy-chain. The serial port
can be configurated programming the suitable parameters of SET-UP of the instrument.
It is possible to adjust the transmission speed, the number of data bits, the number of stop bits, parity bits, and the
code with the addres of the instrument. The instrument manages the echo of the transmitted character. The
characters which make up the string are in hexadecimal format  (Hex.). The numerical data are managed by bytes
(two characters per byte).

Sintaxis of general transmission control from HB 237.04 master to HB 237.04 slave.

Each string of control sent by the instrument master, shall always start with the character "{" (value ascii=7B Hex.).
The first two characters are the code of address of the instrument to which is destinated the message (they are always
forced at zero). The following two characters, must be to capital letters which identify the control code. After the
control code, follow the level to be transmitted to the slave. The following 4 characters identify a control to be
performed by the slave (start, stop, home,  preset research, immediate level).The strings of the characters which
are sent, without placing before the character "{" and at the end the character "@", must be ignored. In case the
instrument finds a character of echo different from the one that was sent, or the same does not arrive, the transmission
shall be interrupted and on the display of the master instrument shall appear for 2 seconds the message "Err. 232".

{ XX YY XXXXXX X X X X @

Character of end of string.

Immediate level: 0 = Ignored control.
1 = The transmitted level is loaded into the memory

of the immediate level slave.

0 =Ignored control.
1 =Home: Are ignored the controls of stop, start and the tyransmitted

level, and is performed by the slave a home return.
2 =Preset research: The controls of stop, start and the transmitted

level are ignored, and a preset research by the
slaveis performed.

Stop:0 =Ignored control.
1 =The transmitted level is ignored and the slave goes into stop.

Start:0=The transmitted level is read but it is not placed in execution by
the slave.

1 =The transmitted level is placed in execution by the slave, as a
level of work or immediate level.

Level (3 bytes) (Hex.).

Code of control (two letters).
QL = Transmission of a level with control on line.

Code of address. It identifies the instrument in transmission / reception.
With the zero code of address, all instruments in daisy
chain are enabled for the reception.

Code of transmission string start from PC ({).
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CONTROLS IN RS 232C

Sintaxis of general control of  transmission from PC to the instrument HB 237.04 slave.

Each string of control sent from PC, shall always start from the character "{" (value ascii=7B Hex.).
The first two characters are the code of address of the instrument to which is destinated the message. The following
two characters, must be two capital letters, identify the control code (control of writing or control of reading request).
In operations of writing, after the control code, there is the level to be transmitted to the slave. The following 4
characters identify a control to be performed to the slave (start, stop, home, preset research, immediate level). In
operations of reading, after the control code the character of string end @ it's transmitted.
The strings of characters sent without placing before the character "{" and at the end the character "@", must be
ignored. An  eventual error of echo, must be managed by the PC. The instrument slave controls the limits of the
transmitted data and the enabling to accept it.

Control of level execution.

{ XX YY XXXXXX X X X X @

Character of string end.

Immediate level: 0 = Ignored control.
1 = The level transmitted is loaded in the memory of

the immediate level slave.
2 = The level transmitted is ignored and it is loaded

the immediate level in the level to  perform. If start
is provided, the level is placed in execution.

0 =Ignored control.
1 =Home: The controls of stop, start and the level transmitted are

ignored, and  a home return by the slave is performed.
2 =Preset research: The controls of stop, start and the level

transmitted are ignored, and a preset research by
the slave is performed

Stop:0 =Ignored control.
1 =The level transmitted is ignored and the slave goes into stop.

Start:0=The level transmitted is read but not placed in execution by the
slave.

1 =The level transmitted is placed in execution by the slave as a
level of work or immediate level.

Level (3 bytes) (Hex.).

Code of control (two letters).
QL = Transmission of a level with control on line.

Code of address. It identifies the instrument in transmission / reception.
With the zero address code, all instruments in daisy
chain are enabled for reception.

Code of transmission starting string from PC ({).

Example:

{00QL1234561000@

The PLC controls the positioning at one level, activating also the control of start. To be continued on the following
page.
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CONTROLS IN RS 232C

{ XX YY XX XXXXXX @

Character of string end.

Level. It is transmitted the level at 3 bytes (Hex.).

Nº level from table (01-0F (Hex.)) / 10 (Hex.). 10= Immediate level.

Control code (two letters).
QT=Transmission of the levels table.

Code of address. It identifies the instrument of reception. With the zero
address code, all the intruments are enabled to the
reception.

Code of transmission string start ({).

Control of levels transmission.

Control of request for data reading.

{ XX YY @

Character of string end.

TS=Request of the state of the instrument.

Code of address. It identifies the instrument in reception. It is not
possible to send the zero code.

Code of string start ({).

{ XX YY ZZ @

Character of string end.

Nº level from table (01-0F (Hex.)) / 10 (Hex.). 10=Immediate level.

TT=Request of the levels state.

Code of address. It identifies the reception instrument. It is not possible
to send the zero code.

Code of string start ({).

Sintaxis of general control of response from HB 237.04 slave to the PC

The instrument shall always transmit in response to the controls sent from PC (RT, RS). Each string of control sent
from the master instrument, shall always start from the character "[" (value ascii=5B Hex.).
The first two characters are the code of address of the instrument in response to the request to be sent made by
the PC.
The characters sent without placing before the character "[" and at the end the character "@", must be ignored. In
case the instrument finds a character of echo different from the one sent, or the same does not arrive, the
transmission shall be interrupted, on the instrument's display shall appear for 2 seconds the message "Err. 232",
and the instrument shall transmit the character "[E@".

At the request made by the PC of the string "{XXTT@" the instrument shall answer:

[ XX RT XX XXXXXX @

Character of string end.

Level (Hex.).

Nº level from table (01-0F (Hex.)) / 10 (Hex.). 10=Immediate level.

Response to the transmission request.

Code of instrument address.

Code of string start ([).

To be continued on next page.
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At the request made by the PC of the string "{XXTS@" the instrument shall answer:

CONTROLS IN RS 232C

[ XX RS XXXXXX XXXXXX @

Character of string end.

Axis calculation (Hex.).

Level in execution (Hex.).

Response to the transmission request.

Code of instrument address.

Code of string start ([).

HB 237 HB 237

RX Ü TX

CONNECTION BETWEEN HB 237.04 MASTER AND HB 237.04 SLAVE

TX Þ RX

GND

24 25 26 Slave24 25 26Master

SERIAL ON HB 237.04: CONNECTION DAISY - CHAIN

RX

TX

RX TX RX TX RX TX RX TX

Code of address 1 Code of address 3 Code of address 4Code of addres 2
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HB 237 Terminal RS 232C 25 pin (IBM PC)

RX Ü TX

GND

TX Þ RX

Pin 2=RX
Pin 3=TX
Pin 7=GND

HB 237

TX Þ RX

RX Ü TX

GND

Terminal RS 232C 9 pin (IBM PC)

* Only if required by the PC's software

IBM PC / XT / AT, PC DOS, PS / 2 and PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc.

*

*

* *

*

CONNECTIONS  OF SERIAL INTERFACE (RS 232C)

24 25 26

24 25 26
Pin 2=RX
Pin 3=TX
Pin 5=GND

Terminal 25 = RX
Terminal 26 = TX
Terminal 24 =

GND

Terminal 25 = RX
Terminal 26 = TX
Terminal 24 =

GND
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SERIAL CONNECTIONS

RX TX RX TX

Master
nS=0 (SET-UP)

Slave
nS=1 (SET-UP)

RX TX RX TX RX TX

Master
nS=0 (SET-UP)

Slave
nS=1 (SET-UP)

Slave
nS=1 (SET-UP)

RX

TX

RX TX RX TX

Slave
nS=1 (SET-UP)

Slave
nS=1 (SET-UP)
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To the purpose of making easier the execution of the calibration phases of the positioning, proceed as follows:

PERFORMANCE OF CALIBRATION PHASES WITH  ON / OFF POSITIONING

Program the parameters of SET-UP and in detail the resolution, decimal digits, maximum level, minimum level,
speed reduction, tolerance, choice of slacks recovery and delta of minimum positioning (ultralevel of slacks
recovery).

Update the calculation, with the physical position of the axis, ordering a preset research.

for apx. 1 second.Press at the same time the keys +

On the display appears which is the request for the access code.

Introduce with the keys (+) and (-) the value 123, confirm with ; The led goes on and on display

appears:

The operator entering 1, can introduce the activation of eight equal measuring bands in which
is divided the calculation between maximum and minimum share to which corresponds a
different inertia. By entering the value 0 the eight bands of inertia are not enabled and in the
whole shifting of the axis the value of the inertia remains constant. When confirming with ENTER
the display hows:

The operator, by entering value 1, can set the automatic recalculation of the inertia when, after
a positioning, the axis is not in tolerance (in this case the automatic recalculation is made also
out of the calibration cycle, in any positioning). By introducing the value 0, the automatic
recalculation is not enabled. Upon confirmation with ENTER, the instrument can perform as
many positionings as many the inertias are, in order to self-define them. The display shows:

Pressing the key the display shows the preselection.

At each confirmation with ENTER it is ordered the positioning. If, after ordering some positionings, the axis is never
positioned correctly, it is necessary to modify the SET-UP parameters (speed reduction, tolerance, etc.).

On the  display appears the calculation of the axis and the area of calculation (small display).
The preselection calculated in the central point of the area becomes:
Pres.=[(Q.max.-Q.min.) / 8] x (Nº area-½) + Q.min.

If the positioning is correct, press the key ; the display shows:

N.B. If the 8 areas of inertia have not been enabled, the calculation of single inertia is made only at level
(Q.min.+(Q.max.-Q.min.) / 2).
If the displayed calculation blinks, it indicates that the values is negative.

The instrument suggests the inertia calculated in the previous positioning. If the operator wants
to confirm the displayed inertia, he must confirm with ENTER, otherwise if he wants to modify
it, he only needs to enter the value and confirm  with ENTER. This parameter has always a
decimal digit more than the programmed one in the parameter "Decimal digits" to allow the
operation of the QPS (QEM POSITIONING SYSTEM), see dedicated paragraph.  With ENTER
the value in the display shows:

To exit in any moment the calibration phases, (if you are not under data entering), press the key

The instrument suggests the calibration of the related inertia of the second calculation area.
The procedures of self calibration are identical to the above described ones. At the end of the
calibration of the last area of inertia, the display shows:

The instrument suggests the time (expressed in seconds) to wait the tolerance activation, cal-
culated during the calibration phase. At the end of this time the positioning is achieved and,
if they are not in tolerance, the inertia is calculated. If the operator wants to keep displayed the
waiting time, he must confirm with ENTER, otherwise if he wants to modify it, he only needs
to enter the value and to confirm with ENTER; the display shows again the features in use.
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+

-

P1

I1

I2

Positive of transducers' supply 12 V 100 mA.

Negative of transducers' supply.

Terminal of inputs polarization I1, I2, F1 (+ NPN, - PNP).

(I / C) Enabling zero impulse.

ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

F1

C1

U1

Terminal of outputs' polarization U1, U2 (+ PNP, - NPN).

(C) Forward.

Input phase 1 increasing encoder .

U2 (C) Backward.

GND Ground connection (we suggest a conductor f 4 mm.).

XXX Power supply voltage Vac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz.

XXX Power supply voltage Vac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz.

P2

I3

I4

C2

U3

Terminal of inputs' polarization I3, I4 (+ NPN, - PNP).

Terminal of outputs' polarization U3, U4, U5 (+ PNP, - NPN).

(C) Speed reduction.

U4

U5

GND

AN1

(C) Preset research OK / Tolerance.

Common of analog outputs.

Not used.

(C) Jolly.

AN2 Not used.

Input phase 2 increasing encoder.

(I) Zero impulse.

F1

GND Common of the serial port.

(I) Programmable.

(I / C) Start.

TX Transmission RS 232C (option).

RX Reception RS 232C (option).

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V

Encoder
only 12 V

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIONS

OUTPUTS

The dc outputs are optoinsulated in direct voltage and
they all have a common terminal among them (C1, C2).
By connecting this terminal to a voltage +, all the outputs
become of a type PNP, by connecting it to a voltage -,
they become of a type NPN. The maximum direct voltage
which can be applied is 50 V. The outputs can support
currents up to70 mA with a  typical voltage drop of 3,5 V.

INPUTS

Each ON / OFF  input is universal, optoinsulated and can
receive digital signals be it in logic NPN be it PNP. By
connecting the terminals P1, P2 to  +, all the inputs accept
signals of type NPN, i.e. with closing to the negative of the
power supply voltage. By connecting terminals P1, P2
to -, all the inputs become of type PNP, i.e. with closing
to the positive of the power supply voltage. Each input is
protected against short circuits to both the poles of the
power supply, so that it is practically indestructible. It is
possible to connect in parallel various inputs with the
same logic if the output which controls them is able to
support the total current required, which is equal to the
number of inputs connected together, multiplied by10
mA.

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FIG. 1: Connection of a HB 237.04 with relay in direct and inputs NPN

+

-

Screened cable

Imax. 70 mA

Bidirectional
encoder
12 V NPN
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM

FIG. 2: Connection of a HB 237.04 with interface EI 204 / M and inputs NPN

Screened cable

Bidirectional
encoder
12 V NPN
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SIZE

N.B. All levels are in millimeters.

144

ATTENTION!
After laying the pin
for hooking to the
panel, perform only
half revolution, in
order not to tear the
frame.

92,8 + 0,2

Expansion card (option)

48
45

45

96

92,8

45
 +

 0
,6

Front view

Back view
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NOTES



HB 237.04 T 24

ORDERING CODE

Power supply voltage: 24 = 24 Vac.
110 = 110 Vac.
220 = 220 Vac.

RS = Serial interface RS 232C optoinsulated.

E= Expansion 2 inputs NPN / PNP with 3 static outputs 24 V ac / dc 70 mA.

T =Front panel in polycarbonate with keyboard
P =Front panel without keyboard
PC =Front panel without keyboard but with pushbutton CLEAR
PE =Front panel without keyboard but with pushbutton ENTER

Quality in Electronic Manufacturing Date 28 / 01 / 98 Data sheet
B237H04.8

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify, without a previous notice, the characteristics of the described equipment.
The manufacturer is free from any liability for damages due to a wrong or not suitable use of the instrument.
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